BIO-CIRCLE MAXI
®

CUTTING-EDGE CLEANING AND DEGREASING
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

walter.com

BIO-CIRCLE® MAXI PARTS WASHER
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
MAXIMUM SAFETY
Looking for a safer workplace without compromising performance? The MAXI parts washer is
a cutting-edge cleaning and degreasing system that is sturdy, reliable, low maintenance and
designed for water-based cleaning. When paired with Bio-Circle® or CB 100TM solutions, the
MAXI makes cleaning operations easy, eco-friendly, efficient and safe.
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Electronically controlled PCB board with onboard
diagnostics
LED flashing push button:
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Air pump:
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In-line filter housing:
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CSA certified:
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Fluid pump:
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Air diffuser:
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Probe:

Flashing LED push button displays machine status
Provides air circulation and convection
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Conforms to industry standards for safety
compliance materials and electronics
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Electronically controlled fluid pump for liquid circulation
Distributes air evenly for maximum circulation
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Rugged stainless probe construction houses temperature
and thermal shut-off safety sensors
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Heater:
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Under-sink filter bag :
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Gasket:
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Sink filter assembly:
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Ensures filtration of heavy metal pieces and contaminants
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Liquid heating ensures optimal cleaning performance
Ensures filtration of heavy metal pieces and contaminants
Prevents unwanted liquid evaporation
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- Magnet: Traps metallic particles
- Flapper: Prevents unwanted liquid evaporation
- In-sink filters: Filter meshes (2 sizes) trap
		 heavy metal pieces and contaminants

Two-way valve:

- Flexible articulated hose: Provides steady
		 stream of liquid for cleaning
- Multijet flow-through brush: Provides steady 		
		 stream of liquid for cleaning, plus integration
		 brush for scrubbing
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BIO-CIRCLE® MAXI
Model no.

55-D 600
ACCESSORIES
Caster
Lid
Insert

55-B 049
55-B 047
55-B 048

Dimensions

Max tank capacity

Load capacity

97 x 69 x 110 (38” x 27” x 43”)

140 L (37 gal)

220 Kg (500 lbs)

BIO-RENEWABLE SOLUTIONS
Bio-renewable liquids are ideal for heavy-duty cleaning and removal of ink, adhesive,
synthetic oil, heavy grease and other tough contaminants. They retain their full
cleaning power longer than toxic solvents because contaminants separate and float
to the tank surface for periodic skimming. Bio-renewable liquids are powered by
Nature BoostTM, an exclusive and powerful ingredient derived from plant-based
extracts. Bio-renewable liquids work exceptionally well at room temperature.
CB 100 ALUTM

CB 100TM

Natural industrial-strength cleaner and degreaser
Powered by our exclusive Nature BoostTM formula, CB 100TM
is unsurpassed in its ability to remove the most stubborn
industrial contaminants.

Natural industrial-strength cleaner and degreaser
for non-ferrous alloys
Powered by Nature BoostTM, CB 100 ALUTM is a powerful
cleaner and degreaser specially designed for cleaning
aluminum and sensitive alloys.

Durability comparison
MIN. 5x GREATER DURABILITY

TOXIC SOLVENTS

Evaporation and reduced efficiency

BIO-REMEDIATING SOLUTIONS
Comparaison
Walter’s
family de
of durabilité
bio-remediating liquids are self-regenerating solutions that contain
live micro-organisms that break down oils, greases and other organic contaminants
PLUS GRANDE
MIN.
into
water and carbonDURABILITÉ
dioxide 5x
– with
almost
ZERO waste products to dispose of.
SOLVANTS TOXIQUES
These liquids maintain their cleaning power over time, an economical and environmental advantage over toxic solvents and weaker water-based systems.
Évaporation et efficacité réduite

Bio-Circle® L

Bio-remediating parts cleaner and degreaser
Bio-Circle® L maintains its cleaning power over time, an
economic and environmental advantage over toxic solvents
and weaker water-based systems.

Bio-Circle® ULTRA

Extra powerful bio-remediating parts cleaner
and degreaser
Bio-Circle® Ultra is a bio-remediating parts cleaner and
degreaser that easily cuts tough industrial contaminants
including crude oil, bitumen and heavy grease.

Bio-Circle® AERO

Bio-remediating parts cleaner and degreaser for
aircraft use
Bio-Circle® Aero is a bio-remediating parts cleaner and
degreaser that meets aeronautical industry requirements.
Safe for use with aluminum and other sensitive alloys.
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BIO-RENEWABLE START-UP PACKAGES
Each start-up package includes the Bio-Circle® MAXI industrial parts washer and ultra-powerful natural cleaning
and degreasing solutions.
Included: 6 pails (20L / 5.2 gal.)
CB 100
CB 100 ALU

Included: 1 drum (208L / 55 gal.)

Order no.: 55-D 615CBP
Order no.: 55-D 615CBAP

CB 100
CB 100 ALU

Order no.: 55-D 615CBD
Order no.: 55-D 615CBAD

BIO-REMEDIATING START-UP PACKAGES
Each start-up package includes the Bio-Circle® MAXI industrial parts washer and safe and efficient BIO-REMEDIATING
cleaning solutions. Bio-Circle® liquids maintain their cleaning power over time, a clear advantage over solvents.
Included: 6 pails (20L / 5.2 gal.)
Bio-Circle® L
Bio-Circle® ULTRA
Bio-Circle® Aero

Included: 1 drum (208L / 55 gal.)

Order no.: 55-D 600BCLP
Order no.: 55-D 600BCUP
Order no.: 55-D 600BCAP

Bio-Circle® L
Bio-Circle® ULTRA
Bio-Circle® Aero

Order no.: 55-D 600BCLD
Order no.: 55-D 600BCUD
Order no.: 55-D 600BCAD

For more information or to schedule
a free demo or to order:
Canada
Walter Surface Technologies

USA
Walter Surface Technologies USA

5977 Trans-Canada Highway W.
Pointe-Claire, QC H9R 1C1
Tel.: 514 630-2801
Toll free: 1 800 363-7368
Fax: 514 630-2825
Email: info@walter.com

810 Day Hill Road
Windsor, CT 06095
Tel.: 1 860 298-1100
Toll free: 1 866 592-5837
Fax: 1 860 298-1112
Email: info.us@walter.com

facebook/
WalterSurfaceTech

twitter/
@WalterSurfaceTech

youtube/
TheWalterNetwork

Learn more at Walter.com

linkedin/
WalterSurfaceTech

Instagram.com/
WalterSurfaceTech
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